
Viking Electronics VK-40-IP 
Viking Electronics IP Ceiling Speakers for SIP Endpoint 

 
We need a sound system, which is more efficient and loud as people love to listen loud music and 

many other things loudly. You need to have background music display at some events and need internet 
connection to be connected with the speakers. Some speakers have that feature that they can get 
connected to your PCs via Ethernet port so that you can power the speaker through that Ethernet port. 

 
Viking Electronics VK-40-IP help you in broadcasting regular voices, as well as different emergency 

alerts and also background music. These speakers have an excellent amplifier and can connect another 
amplifier to increase the sound of that speaker. Some of these speakers are one way that you can only 
listen to these speakers but some of these are two ways so that you can also send your voice to other 
person. 

 

 
 
These speakers are mounted in ceiling so that everyone can equally and effectively listen to the 

sound of these speakers. These speakers produce an amazing sound but you can also join other external 
supports for increased area so that everyone can get access to the sound of these speakers. 

 
These speakers have advanced technology of connecting directly to the internet and many other 

servers so that you can connect to the internet and use these speakers effectively. You can play different 
audios from different servers for making effective use of these speakers. 
 

Applications of Viking Electronics VK-40-IP 
 
l  These can be used for SIP endpoint and multicast IP paging in schools, colleges, retail stores and offices 

etc. These can help you in making announcements in different settings, which are very important 
for everyone to listen. You can use these speakers to play audio from multicast as you can give 
command from different servers through which it is being connected. As in retail stores and offices 
there are different departments and different servers from where these speakers are being 
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controlled as different departments need to do announcements and ring bells for specific task like 
breaks and period ending so they all can control these speakers and play audios by multicasting. 

 
l  These can be used in event halls and banquet halls to play background music to make the event more 

memorable and these speakers provide an amazing voice. People who like loud music and with 
huge base, they must like these speakers as they have an excellent output. 

 
l  Viking Electronics VK-40-IP are used in colleges and universities as students need to give presentations 

and for that, they need speakers to convey their message to every single person sitting in the 
classroom. There are so many tutorials or videos with help of which teachers convey their lectures 
to the students so these speakers are also very important for conveying lectures in clear and loud 
sound so that every student will get the lecture correctly and accurately. 

 
l  These speakers are mounted in ceiling so these can be easily fit in to small rooms and classrooms as 

they do not take much space in the room and give amazing output in the form of clear and sharp 
audio. 

 

Features of Viking Electronics VK-40-IP 
 
l  SIP Endpoint and Multicast 

These speakers can be easily connected to internet without using wires. This makes these 
speakers easy to install and use so that you can use these speakers easily and anyone can easily set 
these speakers. These speakers are connected to different servers i.e., multicasting so that you can 
deal with the speakers from any one of these servers or with many servers at a time to manage 
audio playing in an event or classroom. It can manage up to 10 multi caster groups. 

 
l  Excellent Voice Quality 

These speakers have excellent output as they have amazing amplifier, which provides clear and 
loud audio so that it can be audible to everyone. These one-way speakers are they only provide 
audios to you if you want a two-way speaker to receive and convey the audio then you need to 
connect 40TB-IP, which is a two-way speaker. You can also connect external speakers to increase 
the quality and volume of the sound as compare to the space, which you need to cover for 
provision of sound. 

 
l  Access Code 

There is an access code of these speakers, as you have to connect your speakers with internet 
so you can avoid irrelevant and unimportant connection calls with the help of that access code 
which is known by just few people who need to connect with that specific speaker. 

 
Go Headsets 

Go Headsets is an excellent wholesaler company who sell different products related to safety and 

communication manufactured by excellent brands who provide modern technology headsets for their 

customers. The production line of Go Headsets include emergency phones, mass notification systems, 

entry line, amplifiers, auto dialer, and many other security related analog systems. They supply different 

headsets for entertaining their customers by modern technology so that they can get modern headsets, 
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which can be used at any place and are developed in a way that they can provide clear voice at noisy 

places. 

These VoIP products have different features like built-in relay, and automatic noise canceling so that you 

can record and get message from highly noisy area and can listen to the specific message clearly and get 

the message accurately so that you can help others in emergency situations on time and these products 

are doing their specific work so efficiently. There employees are working so hard to fulfill the needs of 

their customers by using creative ideas and skills for providing new technology products so that because 

of their innovative and latest version customers will like to buy their product. 

By using modern technologies differently, they are developing new product line and are expanding it at 

very high level. They are working so effectively that their staff is always there for helping their 

customers at customer care centers whenever they need any sort of help. They also offer some 

discounts and different offers to their customers so that they can get benefit. 

Visit our site: Go Headsets 

https://www.goheadsets.com/

